
CAN I/O hardware:

How to configure rules:
 7 rules available, each rule manages corresponding output.
 Enter CAN ID. For long ID (29-bit) mark corresponding check box. Add leading zero's if

necessary.
 Enter MASK value, monitored bits are set to "1", unnecessary ones to "0".
 Enter value for COMPARE.
 Choose rule - do nothing (rule disabled) or turn ON output if match / greater / equal.
 Set TIMEOUT (value is rounded to multiples of 10mS). If TIMEOUT is set to  0, rule is

NOT executed because it becomes unreasonable.
 Repeat all above for all 7 outputs.
 Choose desired CAN speed, six options available.

You can store data into file for future use.
You can load data from existing device or file.

To store rules into device: 
 device must be booted with JUMPER shorted (configuration mode).
 D-CAN USB interface attached, must see text D-CAN (left bottom corner, under globe). 

If no such text, a) check D-CAN drivers b) if drivers OK, use m-prog utility to program 
correct *.ept file for D-CAN adapter.

 CAN speed change becomes active at next power up if jumper is open (no config mode). 

Example - you must switch output ON if following frame received and LS bits of 2nd byte are 
equal to 0xB: 

ID: 7FF, DLC: 7, DATA: xx xB xx xx xx xx xx
To filter  out 2nd byte,  set  ID to  000007FF,  MASK bits to  000F000000000000,  COMPARE
value  equal  to   000B000000000000 (If  DLC  <  8,  must  add  trailing  zeros),  "29-bit  ID"
unchecked, "16-bit representation" - no matter (can be any here), ACTION: "ON if match". 

CAN I/O board 

CAN bus to 7 digital outputs

   Allows  to  drive  relays  /  leds  /  signals  /  loads
according to CAN messages. Seven "open collector"
outputs,  each  has  own  rule,  ON  means  output  is
shorted  to  ground,  OFF  means  output  is  floating.
Power  source:  8...16v  DC.  Pins  are  marked  on
opposite  side  of  board.  There  is  a  space  for
prototyping. Board is designed for GAINTA enclosure
(not  included,  manufacturer  numbers  for  ordering:
NUB705017BK / NUB705017OR / NUB705017RD). 



How compare works:
 CAN DATA is compared with (MASK & COMPARE)  where “&” means logical 

AND) assuming DATA is represented in form MSB...LSB. This means 10 00 00 00 is 
greater than 0F FF FF FF.

 if "16-bit representation" checked, it assumes that DATA is represented in 16-bit form, 
LSB first (0x1234 is transmitted as 0x34 0x12). This means: 22 33 FF FF is greater than 
44 32 FF FF  because 0x3322 > 0x3244.

 8 bytes or 4 x 16-bit words are compared, only bits allowed by MASK are significant, 
remaining ones are assumed as 0's. 

 If MASK is all 0's, result is always "equal", it is usable if you wish to toggle output on 
selected CAN ID.  

Output goes OFF if: 
 no matching CAN ID received longer than specified by TIMEOUT;
 CAN frame with matching ID received but data doesn't pass rules - output goes OFF 

immediately.
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JUMPER settings:
 Open: device monitors CAN bus and manages

outputs according to stored rules. CAN node is
passive (Read-Only mode), no ACK is sent, 
invisible for other CAN nodes. 

 Shorted: configuration mode. Use utility and 
D-CAN USB interface to store rules. 
Configuration mode means device is booted 
for 500kB CAN speed and normal mode 
(ACK is sent on Rx).

LED: 
 Series of short flashes at startup: no valid 

rules and CAN speed stored, do nothing 
except if configuration mode selected by 
jumper;

 Long flash at startup: EEPROM data valid, 
device works according to stored data and 
jumper setting.

 LED goes on for 1 second if CAN frame 
received and it match any of 7 rules (if 
OUTPUT is switched ON according to rule) or
configuration message received (device booted
in configuration mode).


